Personal experience and reputation interact in human decisions to help reciprocally
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There is ample evidence that human cooperative behaviour towards other individuals is often conditioned on information about previous interactions. This information derives both from personal experience (direct reciprocity) and from experience of others (i.e. reputation; indirect reciprocity). Direct and indirect reciprocity have been studied separately, but humans often have access to both types of information. Here, we experimentally investigate information use in a repeated helping game. When acting as donor, subjects can condition their decisions to help recipients with both types of information at a small cost to access such information. We find that information from direct interactions weighs more heavily in decisions to help, and participants tend to react less forgivingly to negative personal experience than to negative reputation. Moreover, effects of personal experience and reputation interact in decisions to help. If a recipient’s reputation is positive, the personal experience of the donor has a weak effect on the decision to help, and vice versa. Yet if the two types of information indicate conflicting signatures of helpfulness, most decisions to help follow personal experience. To understand the roles of direct and indirect reciprocity in human cooperation, they should be studied in concert, not in isolation.

1. Introduction

A key mechanism proposed to explain the evolution of cooperation is reciprocity [1,2]. When individuals interact repeatedly with the same partner, reciprocal donation can lead to mutual cooperation if the probability of future interaction is large enough (direct reciprocity) [3,4]. This mechanism becomes less relevant as group size increases, and thus the probability of two members meeting again decreases. In such situations, indirect reciprocity can favour cooperation if individuals can base the decision to help others on reputation (i.e. information about helping behaviour of individuals in previous interactions with others) [5].

In humans, experimental work on helping behaviour confirms that both direct and indirect reciprocity can promote cooperation [6–8]. Such controlled experiments have focused on one of the two mechanisms in isolation, using designs that ensure the participant’s information is either based on earlier interactions with the same individual (personal experience) or based on interactions of the recipient with other individuals (reputation). Other studies have compared effects of each of the two mechanisms, but in separate treatments. Some find higher helping rates towards recipients when information is available from personal experience rather than by reputation [9]. Others report the reverse [10]. Simulations suggest that helping strategies based on reputation can survive in a population with other strategies based on personal experience [11]. However, to the best of our knowledge, strategies based on both types of information were not yet taken into account. When making real-life decisions,
2. Material and methods

We conducted a computerized experiment (programmed in z-Tree [14]) in laboratories at the CREED laboratory of the University of Groningen, the Netherlands. A total of 180 students were recruited with 12 participants each. In each session, subjects were randomly assigned to cubicles. No communication was allowed. Written instructions for the experiment (in Dutch; see the electronic supplementary material for an English translation) were provided and a quiz was used to ensure the subjects understood the instructions. Subjects knew that after 100 periods, a next period started with a probability of 0.9 (this was done to minimize end game effects). Each session lasted for approximately 90 min. In addition to a show-up fee of €7, subjects received an initial endowment of 3000 points (300 points = €1). Parameters were chosen such that requesting any type of information had a cost of five points, whereas helping had a cost of 150 to the donor, and a benefit of 250 to the recipient. To avoid income effects as much as possible, no information was given about the subjects’ current earnings during the experiment. In principle, however, subjects could calculate their own earnings with pen and paper.

Whenever a participant was assigned the role of donor, two information request boxes were displayed. Choices to help or pass were shown as yellow and blue choices, respectively. When a donor requested information on previous decisions of the recipient, only the number of blue and yellow choices in the most recent decisions was given, not the order. In the baseline and the noise treatment, both direct and indirect information was limited to the six most recent decisions, giving subjects an opportunity to ‘clean their record’ [7]. In our treatments, we use random matching, which implies for the baseline and the noise treatment that direct information is on average less recent than indirect information. Also, for direct information it would take a larger number of periods for an individual to clean its record compared with indirect information. The asymmetric treatment takes into account these arguments by limiting direct information to two decisions, and indirect information to 20 decisions, making both kinds of information equally recent.

We impose a cost of five points for each information request, to ensure that subjects deliberately click on the information they are interested in. In the early phase of the experiment, the total number of decisions presented to the donor may be smaller than the maximum (6 and 6 in the baseline and noise treatment; or 2 and 20 in the asymmetric treatment), or even zero. After decisions have been made, the donors and recipients are informed about their earnings in that period. At the end of the experiment, subjects completed a short questionnaire with topics such as age, gender and educational background. On average subjects earned €36.75 (≈ £29.83).

Requested information of direct interactions was fully accurate. We added some noise to the indirect information in the five sessions of the noise treatment to mimic distorting effects of gossip. One out of six pieces of information was randomly chosen and its content was flipped (i.e. from yellow to blue or vice versa). This implementation is slightly biased against extreme scores, because a 5 : 1 score is more likely to stem from 6 : 0 than from 4 : 2.

Statistical analyses were conducted in R [15]. We used a mixed-effects logit regression model to analyse how decisions to help or requests for direct and/or indirect information depended on various factors. We analysed these generalized linear mixed models (GLMM) using the R package ‘lme4’ [16]. All GLMM analyses included controls for period/100, and period2/1002, correcting the model for temporal patterns in the experiment (e.g. decreasing helping rates in the ending phase of the experiment). Unless stated otherwise, subject was included as random factor, nested in session replicate. As a check of the robustness of the effects obtained, we fitted another mixed-effects logit model to all data, including those decisions preceded by no information. In order to test for the robustness of the statistical findings, we verified that found effects are insensitive to the assumed cumulative probability distributions to help (i.e. probit versus logit).

3. Results

Subjects displayed a high degree of helpful behaviour in all treatments of our experiments (figure 1). Helping rates did
not differ between treatments (see the electronic supplementary material, table S1a; Tukey contrasts for treatment effects in GLMM: $p > 0.115$ for each pair of treatments), and in all replicate sessions of the three treatments helping rates declined towards the end of the experiment (see the electronic supplementary material, table S1a; $p < 0.001$).

(a) Subjects use information on both direct and indirect interactions

Averaged over all sessions, donors based 49.3 per cent of their decisions on past decisions of the recipient. In an early phase, information on interaction histories is likely to be scarce and is therefore less frequently requested (figure 2; electronic supplementary material, table S1b; $p < 0.001$). This is particularly true for direct information. Initially, under random matching, subjects are unlikely to have interacted with each other before; as the session progresses, direct information becomes relatively more useful and is therefore requested more often (see the electronic supplementary material, table S1b; $p < 0.001$). The overall proportion of requests for indirect information tends to decrease over time (see the electronic supplementary material, table S1d; $p < 0.001$). Overall, adding noise to indirect information decreases its relative proportion of requests compared with direct information (figure 2b; electronic supplementary material, table S1d; $p < 0.001$). When indirect information is available in higher amounts, it is requested relatively more often (figure 2c; electronic supplementary material, table S1d; $p < 0.001$). When we control for variation at the individual level, treatments do not significantly differ in request rates for direct information (see the electronic supplementary material, table S1b; $p = 0.280$ and $p = 0.460$ for the noise and the asymmetric treatment, respectively). However, subjects do tend to increase requests for indirect information in the asymmetric treatment (figure 2c; electronic supplementary material, table S1c; $p = 0.043$). In §S2 of the electronic supplementary material, we describe patterns of variation at the individual level in the use of information, helping rates and performance in the experiment. Individual rates of requests for direct and indirect information suggest that many individuals are biased towards either direct or indirect information (see the electronic supplementary material, figure S2).

(b) Direct and indirect information affect helping differently

For both direct and indirect information, we find a strong positive correlation between the recipient’s helping rate and the rate of being helped (figure 3; electronic supplementary material, table S2; $p < 0.001$). The two types of information differ, however, in their effect on helping behaviour. We illustrate this with an analysis that contrasts the decisions preceded by requests for direct information only with the...
decisions preceded by requests for indirect information only. A GLMM fit to data detects a significant interaction effect between the observed helping rate of the recipient and the type of requested information (direct or indirect), indicating that direct and indirect information affect decisions to help differently (see the electronic supplementary material, table S2a; $p = 0.030$). This is in line with the finding that helping rates tend to be higher when donors observed indirect information as opposed to direct information, both in absence and presence of noise (figure 3a,b). When we consider the difference between the number of helping and passing decisions instead of helping rates, we find the same effects (see the electronic supplementary material, table S2b). On the same range of ‘image scores’, direct information has a steeper slope in all treatments (see the electronic supplementary material, figure S6 and table S4), suggesting that subjects react to direct information in a more extreme way. No relationship was found between individuals’ reliance on reputation and overall helping rate (see the electronic supplementary material, figure S4).

(c) Direct and indirect information are not independent

When we consider decisions preceded by requests for both direct and indirect information, we find that reciprocity effects are significant: positive information (helping the donor in the past, helping others in the past) has positive effects on helping rates (table 1; $p < 0.001$). The estimated effect of direct information (‘help donor’) is marginally larger than the estimated effect of indirect information (‘help others’), confirming the findings in §3b (effect sizes ($\pm$ s.e.) are 4.620 (0.432) and 3.838 (0.542) for ‘help donor’ and ‘help others’, respectively). Also, whenever a recipient’s helping rates from direct and indirect information show values on opposing extremes, subjects follow direct information more often; number of helping versus passing decisions equals 41:18 when direct information is positive (greater than 0.5) and indirect information is negative (less than 0.5). In the reverse case, helping versus passing equals 24:29 (Fisher exact test: $p = 0.013$).

The statistical model shows a significant interaction effect between direct and indirect information. The estimate of the interaction effect is negative (i.e. higher observed helping rates in either type of information are associated with a lower impact of the other type on helping behaviour). The effect of indirect information becomes weaker as direct information is more positive (and vice versa; table 1). When direct information about the recipient indicates this subject often helped the donor, indirect information has a smaller effect on the decision of the donor to help than when the recipient hardly helped the donor. Similarly, when indirect information reveals the recipient often helped others, the effect of direct information is mitigated (figure 4; electronic supplementary material, figure S7 and table S5).

4. Discussion

Our results show how people integrate direct and indirect information about past social interactions (figure 2), confirming the commonly held belief that people use both personal experience and reputations to decide whether or not to help others. Even though information is costly, subjects often condition their decisions about whether to help a recipient on the decisions that this person made previously. Cooperation levels are far above zero in all sessions (figure 1), which is indicated in the analysis of decisions preceded by requests for both direct and indirect information (see the electronic supplementary material, figure S7 and table S5).
Subjects react more strongly to information from personal experience than to reputational information (figure 3a,b, table 1; electronic supplementary material, figure S6, tables S2 and S4). This effect does not appear to be due to differences in individual strategies; individuals relying to different degrees on direct and/or indirect information did not show differences in helping rates (see the electronic supplementary material, figure S4). The inherent contrast between the direct and concrete effects of first-person experience and the indirect and abstract notion of reputation, however, may partly explain the observed pattern. Refusing to help may infuriate a direct partner, whereas the same thing happening to others does little more than elicit empathy. Alternatively, the relative impact of direct and indirect information could depend on the type of interactions that subjects encounter in their everyday life. For example, public information may guide behaviour of individuals from a small village. In a large city, however, interaction partners are mostly reputation-free strangers to each other. Hence, our results may be influenced by the fact that most participants were students from large cities.

Our results show that reputation has the potential to substantially increase helping rates when personal experience is negative (figure 4). Conversely, however, when personal experience is positive, a bad reputation does not lead to severe decreases in helping. These results are robust to changes in assumptions on the evaluation of (in)direct information in the regression models (see electronic supplementary material, figure S7, table S5). When personal experience is positive, helping rates are generally high, and a good reputation has little scope to increase helping rates even more. Such ‘ceiling effects’ may partly explain the detected interaction between personal experience and reputations. We believe that these effects are not particular to our experiment. In real life, personal experience and reputations may compensate for each other: people might help others with a bad reputation if personal experience is good. Conversely, people may be more helpful to others after a bad personal experience, if these others have a good reputation (figure 4).

In our experiment, as in previous experiments on reciprocity [6,7,8], the aim is to measure effects of first-order information. Hence, subjects do not know whether previous decisions of their interaction partners are based on any information, and it is impossible to examine if a donor reciprocated the earlier decisions of the recipient. In our experiment it was thereby impossible to use (theoretically superior) strategies that make use of second-order information, such as the reputations of subjects that were refused help by a recipient (e.g. the ‘standing’ strategy [19–21]). It seems plausible that insight in second-order information will influence helping behaviour: subjects might forgive a refusal to help more easily when they themselves refused help to a recipient before (but see [22]). In addition, second-order information is likely to affect the frequency and distribution of information requests, as well as the payoffs of reciprocal strategies. Our experimental design can be readily extended to address such scenarios.

Previous theoretical and experimental work on mechanisms driving human cooperative behaviour has focused on direct and indirect reciprocity in isolation. Building theory on the basis of these two mechanisms would require assumptions on how the two types of information—direct experience and reputation—are integrated in social decision making. However, how humans integrate these pieces of information is unknown, as yet. Our experiment shows that the effects of information on personal experience and reputations are interdependent in determining whether to help others:
cooperation prevails when either personal experience or reputation is positive. This suggests that a higher level of cooperation can be attained, relative to a situation where only one of the two types of information is available. To understand the roles of direct and indirect reciprocity in human cooperation, these mechanisms should be studied in concert, not in isolation.
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